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sampling. Application of sampling and archetyping
methods to reduce the computational extent is not a
novel approach to urban energy modeling. However,
a review of former efforts revealed a persistent lack
of implicit reasoning in the selection of the sampling
criteria (Ghiassi et al. 2015). Building geometry has
been recurrently represented through building type
and size. Thermal quality of the envelope and
operational parameters have been represented
through construction period and building usage;
while contextual parameters such as mutual shading
and adjacency relations have been ignored in most
former efforts.

ABSTRACT
Performance simulation tools offer many possibilities
to study the implications of various physical,
technological, operational, and contextual factors for
the energy performance of buildings. However, using
such tools for urban-scale inquiries has been
hampered by their substantial informational and
computational requirements. To facilitate the
computationally efficient simulation-based thermal
assessment of large building assemblies, the present
research proposes a sampling-based framework. The
suggested method relies on Multivariate Cluster
Analysis (MCA) based on energy-related building
parameters, to ensure that the selected sample reflects
the energy behavioral diversity of the urban area
under study.

The developed automated sampling process applies
Multivariate Cluster Analysis, MCA, (Hair et al.
2010) methods to available large scale data to arrive
at a set of buildings, representing the energy
performance diversity of the investigated area. This
sample is then subjected to simulation, the results of
which are up-scaled to the entire building assembly.

INTRODUCTION
Efficient allocation of available resources for demand
and supply-side urban energy management, require
high resolution information on the energy
performance of the existing building stock. Due to
financial and legal limitations, acquisition of such
information through large-scale monitoring activities
is not conceivable in the near future. Urban energy
modeling, as a means to computationally bridge this
information gap, seems to be a viable alternative.

MCA, as a means to identify hidden structures in
data, has been widely applied in various fields of
science including machine learning, pattern
recognition, image analysis, and bioinformatics. The
present research effort aims to explore the potentials
of MCA towards more systematic partitioning of the
building stock for sampling based high resolution
urban energy computing.

The potential of Building Performance Simulation
(BPS) tools for the assessment of the energy
performance of individual buildings has been well
explored. These tools enable detailed investigation of
various aspects of buildings including physical
properties, occupant behavior, and boundary
conditions, providing results with high temporal
resolution. Such assessments, however, require
detailed representations of buildings and their various
properties, as well as significant computational power
and time. This makes the direct implementation of
BPS methods in large-scale inquiries difficult.

The following chapters briefly describe the developed
framework, illustrate and discuss the interim results
with an example, and present future research
intentions.

METHOD
The overall structure of the suggested approach is
illustrated in Figure 1. It involves four different
activities:
1. Data processing
2. Multivariate
sampling

The present contribution reports on an on-going
research effort aiming to facilitate the utilization of
BPS tools for the estimation of building heating
demand in view of various change and intervention
scenarios at city and neighborhood scales through

Cluster

Analysis

(MCA)

3. Scenario development and simulation
4. Result aggregation and visualization
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The suggested approach employs QGIS (2016) as the
main visualization environment. Automated data
processing, MCA, and sampling algorithms are
carried out through a specialized plug-in developed
for the purpose by the authors. The plug-in is written
in Python programming language (Python 2015). For
advanced statistical analyses, packages from R
statistical software (R 2015) are utilized.

through a set of numeric variables, which constitute
the cluster analysis criteria. To insure that the
generated clusters reflect the thermal performance
diversity of the investigated assembly, these criteria
have to be defined in such a way as to cover various
building characteristics influential in a building’s
thermal performance. For this purpose, a set of eight
parameters were defined according to the main terms
in a building’s heat balance:
1. Net volume
2. Thermal compactness
3. Effective floor height
4. Effective envelope U-value
5. Effective glazing ratio
6. Daily internal gains
7. Daily air-change rate
8. Ratio of daytime use hours to overal use hours
These parameters, reflect the geometric, semantic,
operational and contextual aspects of a building (for
more information see Ghiassi et al. 2015, Ghiassi
&Mahdavi 2016). In order to arrive at the values of
the above variables, available data was analyzed and
processed towards generation of a low resolution yet
energy relevant representation of the buildings.
Information including areas, orientations and
adjacency relations of envelope enclosures, building
volume, number of stories, building age, and primary
usage were extracted from official GIS data
(ViennaGIS 2016). Crowd sourced GIS data (OSM
2015) were used to enrich building usage information
through a rule-based association of usages with
fractions of building volume. Usage-based
operational parameters, age-based component Uvalues, average glazing ratio and average net to gross
area ratio were derived from relevant standards
(ÖNORM 2014, OIB 2015). In order to reach a quick
estimation of the shading effect of the surroundings
on each exposed vertical building enclosure, the
value of the Sky View Factor on a point close to the
base of that enclosure was computed using the
DEMtools plugin (Hammerberg 2014).

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the proposed
approach
For demonstration purposes, a neighborhood in
Vienna city center has been selected. This area
includes 750 buildings of various construction
periods, usages, and morphologies (Fig. 2). Special
buildings such as a church, metro stations, and kiosks
in a permanent market place are excluded from the
study.

The extracted information was used to compute the
values of the cluster analysis criteria for each
building. The matrix representing the buildings in the
neighborhood was then standardized to eliminate the
impact of the magnitude of different variables in the
clustering process (Fig. 3).
Currently, no weighting schema has been applied to
the data. In other words all the above parameters are
assumed to be of equal significance in diversifying
the thermal performance of buildings in the studied
area. This assumption however merits further
investigation.

Figure 2: Distribution of buildings by usage and age
Data processing
In order to incorporate MCA for the classification of
buildings, each building needs to be represented
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Figure 3: Data processing schema
indicators for a given range of cluster numbers and
clustering methods (hierarchical agglomerative or kmeans) and identifies the optimal number of clusters
by the majority vote. This algorithm was employed in
order to select the appropriate partitioning schema.
For the purpose of this research a range of 6 to 22
clusters was considered. Six, seven and 13 clusters
were identified by the above-mentioned methods,
respectively. The results of the three clustering
schemas are automatically displayed in the GIS
platform.

Multivariate Cluster Analysis
The generated data matrix was subjected to three
MCA methods:
1. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (Hair et al.
2010): Each data point forms a cluster with a
single member. The closest clusters (according to
a proximity function and linkage criteria) are
consecutively joined until only one cluster
remains. The steps are traced back to arrive at
the desired number of clusters. The linkage
criterion adopted in this research is the Ward’s
method (Ward 1963), which requires the squared
Euclidean distance as a proximity function.

Selection of samples
Once the Cluster Analysis was performed, samples
could be selected from each cluster. In order to select
the most representative buildings, members of each
cluster were ranked according to their distance
(Euclidean) from the virtual center/mean of that
cluster. In case of the first two methods the cluster
center is defined as a virtual data point with median
values in each dimension. In the model based
method, the mean of each model component is
determined by the software as the mean of the cluster.
The most representative buildings are the ones closest
to the cluster mean/center. In order to assure each
cluster is sufficiently represented, the number of
samples selected from each cluster can be adjusted in
proportion to the cluster size, with a minimum of one
building per cluster. Presently only one building per
cluster has been selected due to computational
limitations.

2. K-means clustering (MacQueen 1967): The data
space is partitioned into k clusters, such that the
data points in each cluster are closer to the
centroid of their own cluster than to the centroids
of any other clusters. The adopted measure of
proximity in this research is the Euclidean
distance.
3. Model-based clustering (Fraley & Raftery 2002):
The problem of partitioning the data space is
recast as a statistical model choice problem. The
set of model components best approximating the
data space are identified. Each component
represents a cluster. In the current research,
model components are assumed to be
multivariate Gaussian distributions.
Determining the most suitable number of clusters is a
fundamental issue in MCA. Among the adopted
algorithms, the only one which does not necessitate
prior knowledge of the number of clusters in order to
partition the data space is the model-based method.
Even this method requires a range to consider. In
order to quantify the quality of clustering schemas for
comparative analyses, various indicators have been
defined. Charrad et al. (2014) have developed an
algorithm that computes the values of over 20 such

Performance simulation
Energy Plus (2016) in combination with open studio
plug-in for SketchUp (OpenStudio 2016, SketchUp
2016) were used for the development and assessment
of the sample buildings. Detailed building drawings
were acquired from official archives. In several cases,
differences were observed between the initial low
resolution and large-scale data and the newly
acquired high resolution plans. These differences are
either a consequence of the deviation of building
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properties from average values given by standards
(e.g., glazing ratio and thermal properties of
components), or attributable to incomplete or
outdated GIS data (e.g., retrofit activities or use
changes).

In a parametric approach, simulation input variables
such as occupancy schedules, HVAC set points, and
construction properties will be subjected to stochastic
perturbations while maintaining the initial aggregate
tendencies characteristic of the associated cluster.
Multiple simulations are carried out with various sets
of input variables, the resulting demand profiles are
expressed in terms of scaled-up time series to arrive
at the heating demand of buildings in a cluster. This
approach to recapturing diversity may be argued to be
highly efficient as it circumvents the initial geometry
model generation, which has been demonstrated to be
the most resource intensive task in energy assessment
processes (Mahdavi & El-Bellahy 2005). Other
above-mentioned
input
variables
can
be
systematically parameterized, and the resulting
models batch processed.

In order to maintain the representativeness of the
selected sample, the consistency between the
simulation model and the reduced representation used
in the previous phases had to be preserved. As such,
for simulation purposes, building geometry and
contextual aspects (adjacency relations and shading
objects) were modeled according to the detailed
plans. However, instead of the actual constructions,
realistic layered constructions were created based on
the standard average age-based U-values and the
construction layouts described in the Austrian
handbook of building retrofit (Schoeberl et al. 2012).
For the assignment of operational parameters,
ASHRAE standard schedules for occupancy, lighting,
HVAC and hot water equipment were used
(ASHRAE 2004, 2013). The number of occupants in
residential zones were adjusted to the average
residential area per person in Vienna (33 m2/person:
Statistik Austria 2015). In non-residential zones,
ASHRAE values were used. Equipment and lighting
energy use rates, as well as infiltration and ventilation
rates were defined in realistic ranges, such that the
area related internal gains of each zone, and the
overall air-change rate matched the values given by
the Austrian standards (ÖNORM 2014), which were
initially used for the computation of the cluster
analysis data matrix. In other words the simulation
models were high resolution versions of the original
GIS-based building representations. These models
were subjected to hourly simulation.

Alternatively, results of the original simulation can be
manipulated (e.g., through Gaussian noise
generation) in order to synthetically generate other
slightly different demand profiles. Which can in turn
be averaged and up-scaled. These methods, although
associated with some additional computational load,
result in more realistic overall demand profiles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to demonstrate the utilities of the developed
framework, interim results with focus on the
hierarchical agglomerative clustering method are
briefly presented.
Data processing
Figure 4 schematically displays a building object, its
associations and various properties as developed in
the data processing algorithm. As apparent in the
schema, for each building, a thorough description of
various building elements, semantic properties,
operational parameters and adjacency and shading
relations are derived based on large scale data. In the
current research, these building properties are used to
compute the values of building characteristics
selected for the MCA. However, these building
objects can be utilized for a variety of other urbanscale performance assessments, for instance
simplified large scale energy certificating (see
Glawischnig 2016).

Scenario development
Once the base case results are acquired, various
scenarios such as physical interventions (including
densification and retrofit), occupant behavior change,
and climate change can be developed and applied to
the simulation model. For the current contribution a
simple retrofit scenario has been developed and
demonstrated.
Upscaling of simulation results
In the current stage of the project, simulation results
are up-scaled according to the gross volume of
buildings in each cluster and aggregated to arrive at
the overall heating demand of the neighborhood. As a
natural consequence of any sampling-based effort,
this method masks the diversity of buildings within
one cluster and may as such results in unrealistic
peaks in the aggregate energy profile of each cluster.
In order to reintroduce some of the lost diversity to
the up-scaled results two different methods are
envisaged:

MCA and sampling
Figures 5 illustrates the results of the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering as visualized by the plug-in.
Members of each cluster are displayed in one color.
Similar maps are automatically generated for the
other clustering methods. A comparison among these
maps reveals that some buildings persistently cluster
together across all three implemented schemas,
suggesting a high degree of similarity among these
buildings. Such is the case of the larger educational
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Figure 4: Building representation
and office buildings and medium sized residential or
office buildings. Due to differences across schemas
however, the energy profile of a certain building may
be represented by different sample buildings in
various methods, resulting in different aggregated
energy demand values for the entire neighborhood.
The performance of the three integrated clustering
methods (i.e., how well they capture the energy
diversity of the neighborhood) has to be evaluated
before the most appropriate method can be selected.
Along with the generation of the GIS layers
displaying the clustering schemas, three csv files are
issued, which contain the computed values of the
distances between each building and the cluster
mean/center. This list can be used to select the most
representative buildings. Tables 1 and 2 introduce the
seven clusters emerging from the hierarchical
clustering method, as well as the buildings best
representing each cluster. In each cluster, the
distribution of members by main usage, construction
period and number of floors is shown.

The majority of the representatives are buildings
constructed prior to 1900, which is consistent with
the high share of these buildings in the neighborhood
(80%). Large buildings of educational usage (mainly
appearing in cluster 5) are represented by a large
office building. Interestingly, the majority of
buildings constructed after 1976 are grouped together
in cluster 7. 1976 is the date of major reforms in
Viennese construction codes with regard to the
thermal quality of the building components. Note also
the diversity among the selected representatives in
terms of form, adjacency relations, and urban context
morphology.

Figure 5: Hierarchical agglomerative clustering

Figure 6: High versus low resolution model

Performance simulation and upscaling of results
To demonstrate the further steps of the project, the
building selected to represent the first cluster in the
hierarchical agglomerative method has been modeled
and simulated. This cluster includes 210 buildings.
Figure 6 displays the building model as constructed
according to detailed plans and information derived
from GIS data. Information such as roof geometry,
presence of a basement floor and correct position and
dimensions of the glazed surfaces are missing from
the large-scale data.
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Table 1:
Clusters and representatives emerging from the hierarchical agglomerative method

Table 2:
Clusters and representatives emerging from the hierarchical agglomerative method
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In the official GIS data of Vienna, the building is
classified as residential. The crowd sourced GIS
portal however, places a restaurant in the ground
floor of the building. The logic imbedded in the data
processing assumes the entirety of the ground floor to
be used as a restaurant and computes the internal
gains, air-change rate, and daytime use ratio of the
building accordingly. In reality the ground floor is
split between a cosmetics store and a restaurant. In
the simulation, for consistency purposes, operational
parameters were defined according to the GIS data.
The generated model included 11 zones, out of which
5 were conditioned. The hourly simulation results for
heating demand of the various zones were aggregated
and divided by the total volume of the building to
arrive at the volume related hourly demand profile
(Fig. 7). The hourly volume-related heating demand
was then multiplied by the volume of the buildings in
the associated cluster to arrive at the performance
profile of this building assembly (Fig.8).

The retrofit scenario included application of
insulation to the outside walls, basement ceiling and
attic floor according to the guidelines of the
handbook for insulation of historical buildings
(Schoeberl et al. 2012). Windows were upgraded to
today’s standards. Hourly simulation results
pertaining to the retrofit scenario (Fig 9) were
associated with the computed retrofitted volume,
whereas the rest of the overall volume of the first
cluster assumed the values computed for the base
case. The results were aggregated to arrive at the
energy profile of the cluster after retrofit. Figure 10
demonstrates the reduction in the monthly heating
demand of cluster one, following the retrofit
intervention.

CONCLUSION / FUTURE RESEARCH
The present contribution reports on an on-going
research effort aimed towards facilitation of
simulation-based urban energy modeling through
sampling. The developed approach utilizes large
scale data from various sources, automatically
generating energy relevant building representations.
Based on this, values of a set of predefined building
characteristics influential on the thermal performance
of buildings are computed. This matrix of building
parameters is subjected to Multivariate Cluster
Analysis in an automated process. The entire building
assembly is thus partitioned into groups of buildings
with similar thermal behavior, from which
representatives are selected.

Scenario modeling
A simple scenario was developed to demonstrate the
capabilities of the above method to investigate
complex change and intervention scenarios. The
imaginary scenario assumed that 30% of the
residential buildings were thermally retrofitted. In
this scenario, 30 percent of the residential building
were randomly selected from the cluster. The net
volumes of the selected buildings were aggregated to
arrive at the volume of the retrofitted portion of the
cluster.

Figure 7: Volume-related hourly heating demand of
cluster 1’s representative

Figure 9: Volume-related hourly heating demand of
cluster 1’s representative after retrofit

Figure 8: Aggregated monthly heating demand of
cluster 1

Figure 10: Aggregated monthly heating demand of
cluster 1 after retrofit
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These representatives are expected to capture the
performance diversity of the investigated building
collection. They can be used for simulation-based
study of the thermal behavior of the building
assembly in view of various change and intervention
scenarios. The adopted method drastically reduces
the informational requirements and modeling effort
associated with detailed performance simulation
procedures, through systematic, energy-relevant
sampling; thus enabling the employment of BPS tools
for urban and neighborhood scale inquiries. In order
to better represent the intra-cluster load profile
variety and avoid unrealistic peak values, the
simulation models can be parameterically diversified
with regard to non-geometric building properties,
with relatively low effort and through automated
processes.
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